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Abstract

It is widely accepted that individual radiotherapy centres should have in place a
comprehensive quality assurance programme on all the necessary steps for the delivery
of safe accurate treatment. There are many sets of recommendations on quality
assurance and quality control programmes, particularly for megavoltage external beam
radiotherapy. Linked to this there are many sets of recommendations on the tolerance
required on different parameters and procedures in order to achieve the clinically
desirable precision in treatment.

External checking of the achievement of standards has evolved for a number of reasons.
One is to provide general quality audit of the implementation and effectiveness of the
local institution's quality assurance programme. One particular aspect of this has been
to test the consistency of treatment delivery for patients entered into clinical trials and
many audits have been associated with particular trials or trial groups. Thus seen from
the perspective of the institution an external check is an audit, whereas seen from the
perspective of, for example, a clinical trial the external check is a form of quality
control.

As regards the performance of radiotherapy equipment and dosimetry, the most widely
used process of external checking has been dosimetry intercomparison, comparing
independently measured doses to locally stated doses in a variety of conditions. These
have been at a number of different levels: from basic beam calibration; up to and
including exercises employing anatomic or pseudo-anatomic phantoms and
incorporating tests of treatment planning equipment and procedures. Some of these
have been one-off exercises, whilst others are continuing, or have given rise to on-going
quality audit programmes on a national (or wider) basis. A number of these have
evolved, or are evolving, into audits which include external checking of the
achievement of standards in performance of treatment equipment, as well as in the
dosimetry in each institution involved.

The principles and methodologies of the various types of external checking programmes
for treatment equipment and dosimetry are reviewed, covering the experimental
approaches and the tolerances applied. What is included in a given programme will, of
necessity, depend on the resources available and the purpose of the exercise. Methods
and tolerances must be matched to endpoint. Tolerance levels must take into account
the experimental uncertainties of the measurement methods employed. Finally, external
audit can only be used to complement, and in conjunction with, institutional quality
assurance programmes and not as a substitute for them.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quality assurance has always been recognised as vital in order
to achieve high quality safe and accurate radiotherapy treatment
with optimal outcomes. Historically, formal quality assurance
has often been regarded as being linked to those technical and
physical aspects which have been easily specified and measurable,
and has frequently been limited to what should more correctly be
termed quality control. However it has been increasingly
acknowledged that quality assurance should be formally
implemented at all levels and encompassing all processes relevent
to the overall radiotherapy process [1]. This has led to the
development of recommendations for comprehensive quality
assurance programmes, or quality management systems, to be
applied in individual radiation oncology centres [2-4]. Quality
audit is an essential part of such a system, to test the
effectiveness of its application. The following sections firstly
define quality audit, discussing the terminology used and some
general principles relating to audit. General methods applied to
audit of radiotherapy dosimetry and equipment are then outlined
as background to the more specific subsequent papers.

2. QUALITY AUDIT

Quality audit is a systematic independent review of a quality
assurance programme or quality management system. It can be used
to test both the implementation, or operation, of the system and
the effectiveness, or performance, of the system. Thus audit
should be both procedural and practical in approach.
Independence in this context means that the methods of review
must be independent of the procedures and processes under
consideration, ie. using evaluation techniques, and equipment
where necessary, that are external to the system under test.
Total independence implies external personnel. Alternatively, if
audit is internal to the institution, independence means at least
personnel who are not responsible for the performance of the
product or process under review. Quality audit must be conducted
against pre-determined quality standards, linked to those which
the quality assurance system under review aims to achieve, and
should require action if these standards are not met. Quality
audit should therefore be regular and should form part of a
quality cycle or loop, whereby observations from audit exercises
should be fed back into the quality system, leading to
improvements. These in turn should be audited at the next
exercise. Thus quality audit is not a substitute for local
quality assurance, rather the two are complementary. Quality
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audit is the last necessary step in a comprehensive quality
management system and the system should be responsive to audit
findings. The rationale of quality audit is to test the system by
testing the overall structure of the quality system as well as a
subset of parameters, procedures, records, etc. Just as quality
assurance procedures should be applied at all levels and to all
processes involved in radiotherapy treatment, so too should audit
be developed and implemented at a range of appropriate levels and
for a range of appropriate processes.

Quality audit in radiotherapy is not a new phenomenon. For
example, there are many types of internal audit, carried out within
a given radiotherapy centre using local personnel, procedures and
equipment, which are suitably independent of the part or parts of
the system being monitored or verified. One increasingly used
technique, which can be considered as an internal audit of the
quality of treatment delivery and all prior contributing
processes, is the routine use of on-line treatment verification
devices such as portal imaging systems and in-vivo dosimetry [5].
Similarly, many departments have long-established internal audits
of clinical procedures and clinical results. An increasing
number of centres have taken part in external quality audits
organised in parallel with clinical trials [6-14], as a necessary
condition of participating in the trial. However the term
•quality audit' may not necessarily have been applied to these
activities. At times there is an unavoidable blurring between
the terms quality assurance, quality control and quality audit,
depending on the vantage point of the observer. For example, as
seen by an individual department, the external testing of
procedures regarding patient selection and treatment techniques
for clinical trials is an audit, whereas from the point of view
of the trial it is quality assurance. A trial associated
dosimetry intercomparison is an audit of local dosimetry and
equipment, but again from the point of view of the trial it is a
quality control process.

Recently there has been a growing emphasis on more formal
approaches to audit in radiotherapy and on developing their wider
applications to routine practice. In part this has arisen from
the impetus given to audit of dosimetry from the many national
and international dosimetry intercomparison exercises [15,16].
At the same time much more focussed attention has been given to
the need for formal and robust quality management systems for
radiotherapy, based on ISO 9000 principles and incorporating a
requirement for audit [2-4,17]. These moves are partly linked to
regulations and/or recommendations which have appeared following
recent specific accidents in radiotherapy and partly to wider
requirements for clinical and medical audit being applied
generally to health care provision [18,19]. Additional factors
include the increasing demands for more detailed audit linked to
clinical trial participation and the requirement in some
countries for audits to be included in the assessment procedures
for departmental accreditation or licensing [20].

For practitioners in the various disciplines involved in
radiotherapy, audit is an additional tool to aid in maintaining
and demonstrating the provision of consistent and continuing
quality, as is required to achieve optimum clinical treatment
criteria. Whilst good quality assurance procedures and the
implementation of quality audit will assist incidentally in
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reducing the occurrence and consequences of radiotherapy
accidents and errors, this is not the prime purpose of current
moves to encourage all departments to participate in audit
exercises. Rather it is to improve the general level of quality
of treatment and to provide an evolving mechanism to continue to
effect improvement. The overall aim in this is to improve
treatment outcome.

3. QUALITY AUDIT OF RADIOTHERAPY DOSIMETRY AND EQUIPMENT AS PART
OF A QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMME

There are many sets of national and international recommendations
on quality assurance and quality control for radiotherapy
dosimetry and equipment [1,21-23]. These include recommendations
on the tolerances required on different parameters and procedures
in order to provide clinically desirable standards of precision
in treatment, as well as recommendations on the appropriate
frequencies for quality, control tests of different degrees of
complexity [24], These are implemented in individual
institutions within the context of the local quality assurance
programme which will depend on local structure and resources.
Whatever the level of implementation, both internal and external
checking of the achievement of the standards then becomes
desirable to close the quality loop. External checking of
dosimetry and equipment performance has been one of the most
widely applied forms of external quality audit in radiotherapy.
This is partly because it is relatively straightforward to
implement systematic checks in these areas, quality standards
being well defined. In addition it is important as a first step
to ensure that quality is being achieved in each institution in
the provision of this basic 'dosimetric infrastructure1, because
of the potential for such things to affect the treatment of
significant numbers of patients.

4. DOSIMETRY INTERCOMPARISON

The most widely used process in the audit of radiotherapy
dosimetry has been dosimetry intercomparison, in which doses are
measured in individual departments using external independent
equipment and methods and the measured values are compared to the
locally stated or calculated values. Most of these exercises
have been for external beam megavoltage photons and electrons,
although a few have considered kV x-rays and brachytherapy
sources. The methodology has been based on visits, using ion
chambers, or on mailed dosimeters, usually TLD. Intercomparison
types and their design criteria have been discussed recently by
Thwaites and Williams [16], whilst intercomparison methods and
results have been reviewed in a number of publications [13-16,
25,26]. Dosimetry intercomparisons have been carried out at
various levels in the clinical dosimetry chain. A relatively
large number have used conditions duplicating or approximating
treatment beam calibration reference conditions and these have
been summarised recently by Thwaites [27]. A smaller number of
exercises have simulated multi-beam treatment delivery to an
anatomic or semi-anatomic phantom which has gone through a full
treatment planning process [7-10,15,26,28,29].
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The typical aim of an intercomparison exercise has not
necessarily been to provide an audit as such, but rather to
establish the accuracy and precision of dosimetry at critical
points in the chain within a given country or region, or for
groups of centres participating in clinical trials. However
intercomparisons have by default also provided an audit of the
dosimetry of the centres involved, in that usually discrepancies
outwith some pre-determined value have been followed up, for
example in the UK photon intercomparison each deviation greater
than 5% resulted in further investigation [15]. Intercomparisons
have thus introduced and promoted the development and acceptance
of audit. In addition, they have provided the basis of practical
dosimetry audit methodology and have resulted in a baseline
dataset useful as a reference point for subsequent audits.

As an example of a dosimetry intercomparison which has provided
the basis for an on going audit system, the UK megavoltage photon
dosimetry intercomparison [15] was carried out under the auspices
of the IPSM and selected two major dosimetry levels to be
investigated. These were (i) up to and including treatment beam
calibration and (ii) up to and including the basic physical
aspects of planned multi-beam irradiation. The aim was to
separate out the underlying dosimetric aspects of treatment from
the specifically clinical and patient-related aspects as a first
step to be tested. A geometric phantom was designed to be
relatively simple in shape (trapezoidal) and set up, but to
enable the contribution of a number of relevant factors to be
tested. It was constructed from water-equivalent epoxy-resin
plastic with interchangeable inserts to take an ionisation
chamber in pre-determined positions. An 8 cm diameter lung-
equivalent plastic insert could replace the standard plastic to
introduce an inhomogeneity (Figure 1).

The phantom and measuring equipment were taken to all UK centres.
Reference point measurements were made in all (161) cobalt-60 and
megavoltage x-ray beams. The mean ratio (measured-to-stated
dose) was found to be 1.003, with a standard deviation of 1.5%.
All the ratios lay within ±4% of unity, with the exception of
two results. One of these moved within 4% when account was taken
of the daily output calibration factor. The second involved a
large error in a Co-60 calibration which led to an official
investigation [30] and has been widely publicised due to this.
97% of measured ratios lay within ±3% of unity, which has often
been taken as a suitable tolerance level for clinical trial audit
compliance. In addition two three-field planned irradiations were
carried out, one with no inhomogeneity and one with the lung-
equivalent insert included, on one beam only in each centre in
order to test beam data acquisition and some basic aspects of
treatment plannning systems and algorithms. The mean ratios
(measured-to-stated doses) were found to be close to 1.01, with
standard deviations of approximately 3%. 89% of measured doses
lay within 5% of stated values. A subsequent UK-wide
intercomparison of clinical electron beam dosimetry is currently
underway funded by the Department of Health (NHS Management
Executive), to be completed in 1996 [31].
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FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE SOLID WATER-EQUIVALENT
PLASTIC PHANTOM USED IN THE IPSM PHOTON DOSIMETRY
INTERCOMPARISON. The dimension perpendicular to this plane is 25
cm. x represents a measurement point, the dashed line represents
an interchangeable insert of either water-equivalent or lung-
equivalent plastic, the solid line represents the 'target
volume1: (a) shows the arrangement for reference point
measurements, (b) shows that for the three-field planned
irradiations.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF TESTS AND TOLERANCES APPLIED IN THE
SCOTTISH+ GROUP.

Geometric/alignment tests ± 2 mm
Field size ± 3 mm
Pressure measurement ± 0.5%
Chamber calibration ± 1%
Beam quality ± 2 %
Beam calibration (photon and electron) ± 3 %
Specific single field data:

eg field size factors, tray, wedge factors,
depth dose values, etc. ± 2 %

Planned multi-field irradiations:
- geometric phantom and semi-anatomic phantom,
dose values ± 5%

Procedural audit UK recommendations
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5. FROM DOSIMETRY INTERCOMPARISON TO DOSIMETRY QUALITY AUDIT

Whilst a Dosimetry Intercomparison is essentially a one-off
scientific exercise to ascertain accuracy and precision,
nevertheless the term •dosimetry intercomparison• can also be
used to describe the essential practical approach used as part of
wider dosimetry quality audit. Some of the characteristics that
a dosimetry quality audit should have which may distinguish it
from a Dosimetry Intercomparison are: an audit would typically
have a wider scope than an intercomparison, in terms of what was
being checked and tested; quality standards would be necessarily
pre-defined, in terms of tolerance levels and possibly also
action levels (or alternatively minor and major deviations);
feedback from the auditors to the centre would be necessary, with
any points for action identified, and a response from the centre
would be required where appropriate; some level of procedural
audit should be incorporated, which may include inspection of
relevant methods, instructions and records and discussion with
local personnel if the audit is based on a visit, or on a
questionaire if by mail; and audit should be regularly repeated
at an appropriate frequency.

Clinical trial associated exercises have generally been designed
as audits from the outset, having most or all of the above
characteristics [eg.6-11,13,14]. Most of these include audit of
a wide variety of dosimetry and equipment performance parameters,
including mechanical and geometric treatment unit and simulator
characteristics, dosemeter and treatment beam calibration,
radiation beam data for both reference and non-reference single
fields and the performance of treatment planning systems and
procedures in multi-beam irradiation siuations. In addition
many other relevant procedural and practical parameters are
audited in connection with selection, treatment, dosimetry and
reporting of patients entered into a particular trial. Some
simpler intercomparison systems, not associated with clinical
trials, are really also audits, such as the long-established
IAEA/WHO mailed TLD service for checking Co-60 beam calibrations
[32,33].

The concept of a more widely available and regular quality audit
of radiotherapy dosimetry and equipment has gradually developed
out of the experience from these specific trial audits and from
the growing number of isolated intercomparison exercises. Here
the aim is to provide the opportunity of audit for any
institution. Whilst the underlying philosophy and principles are
the same, the practical approach needs to be assessed carefully
in the light of the potential extension from a relatively limited
number of centres to all centres and to open-ended continuing
audit.

6. ROUTINE EXTERNAL QUALITY AUDIT OF DOSIMETRY AND EQUIPMENT
PERFORMANCE

A number of general questions can be raised in considering the
possible structure of a routine on-going external quality audit
system for radiotherapy dosimetry and equipment performance.
There is no unique set of answers applicable for all countries or
regions, as account must be taken of local circumstances and in
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particular of any already existing audit programmes. The resources
available for audit may determine both the audit structure and the
design of practical audit methods. This is turn influences the
scope of audit in terms of the content, frequencies and tolerances
involved. Systems need to be cost-effective, leading to
considerations of how the exercise is costed and paid for and also
of ensuring effectiveness of audit in relation to the development
and structure of local radiotherapy centres and quality assurance
programmes. This makes flexibility of design necessary to allow
different levels of audit to be applied to suit the local
situation, such that the audit can be matched to the resources
available and also so that audit is at an acceptable level to
local personnel and not seen either as too simplistic by some
centres or on the other hand too advanced by others. Audit
methods should be structured to use a step-by-step approach to
test simpler levels first, but to allow the development of more
complex levels, moving nearer to the point of patient treatment
and involving more complex parameter testing, as the situation
allows. An individual centre, or a local organisation, could
then select the appropriate level of audit to suit their
circumstances. Both resources and effectiveness have a bearing
on choice of the interval between successive audits. It is
generally accepted that this should ideally be one year, but no
more than five years [34].

Mailed audit systems may be cheapest to operate in many
circumstances. However they reduce the scope of both the
practical and the procedural audit; they may typically have
larger associated measurement uncertainties; ambiguities in local
interpretation of mailed instructions may affect the results; and
there are inevitable delays in feedback and response.
Nevertheless this will often be the preferred organisational
basis of audit systems with a wide geographical spread. Thus the
IAEA [35], the US RPC [13,14] and the European developmental
systems [36-38] all employ this approach, using TLD as the
practical measurement method. The EORTC audit has also recently
developed mailed TLD methods of a very similar nature [39].
Whilst the RPC and the EORTC intend the use of mailed dosemeters
as a first-line approach, they also supplement this with selected
site visits. Audits based on site visits, using ion chambers as
the measurement method, can be more flexible, responding
immediately to information gathered; can include more parameters
can vary parameters as required; should typically have better
precision; and can include a much more comprehensive procedural
audit. However they will be more expensive in audit personnel
time for both travel and audit. These systems are appropriate for
centres which prefer and can support detailed audit of a more
complex nature and which are within acceptably close distances
for site visits to be manageable.

Different models have been proposed, or actually set up, for the
administration and direction of audit systems and again this
necessitates flexibility to allow for local circumstances.
Developing audit systems should take account of existing
exercises, to utilise these in the optimum way, maximising
linkage between structures and minimising overlap and
duplication. Thus in at least one country, Finland [20,40], audit
of dosimetric infrastructure is statutory and is carried out
centrally by a national centre. There are other national centres
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set up to carry out audit activities, such as that in the US
[13,14], but with no regulatory requirement that centres
participate in audit. On the other hand the IAEA/WHO audit
programme was set up originally with one global centre [32,33],
but with a developing network of local national or regional link
centres to assist in the operation of the system. In some
countries, such as the UK, interdepartmental audit has been
piloted [41,42] in a developing network system [43], which grew
out of the national dosimetry intercomparison experience. Most
clinical trial audits and national and regional dosimetry
intercomparison exercises were established with a single
measuring centre or a small team of auditors. Increasingly, as
audit is extended to more and more centres and as it is
established as a regular on-going programme, a more flexible
approach is required and this has encouraged the further
development of networks as a solution to the problem.

7. AUDIT NETWORKS

The concept of an audit network is to provide a flexible system
which can link in to - or incorporate - existing audit programmes
and which can attempt to alleviate some of the problems
associated with wider participation in audit. A network is set up
to have a number of nodes which act as regional - or possibly
national - centres. These may simply provide co-ordination and
linkage between other parts of the audit programme, for example
measurement and reporting centres, and individual hospitals, if
part of a larger-scale system. Alternatively these centres may
organise and carry out audit and provide an interface between
that particular audit group and other groups or other audit
programmes in other areas, if that particular audit system is a
stand-alone one. Audit networks can be developed to have
variable sized groups to suit local circumstances, although each
group needs to be of manageable size, taking the audit methods
and scope into account. Different approaches can be employed in
different groups without problem, as long as there are at least
some common minimum standards and points of contact. By
utilising existing audit systems, networks can minimise overlap
and ensure there are no audits carried out which are not
appropriate to the centres involved. In this way cost-
effectiveness is also optimised regardless of the local
situation, by tailoring the audit to suit that situation.

The IAEA/WHO mailed TLD audit system was implemented essentially
as a network from the outset, with one central measuring centre.
The UK photon dosimetry intercomparison was carried out with some
elements of a network incorporated into its organisational
structure. Both of these have been extended recently and can be
contrasted as examples of possible audit network development.

8. THE IAEA AND EUROPEAN PILOT QUALITY AUDIT NETWORKS

The IAEA/WHO system was originally set up in 1966 for Co-60 beam
calibration checks only. This has very recently been extended
via a development programme to checks on beam quality and beam
calibration for megavoltage x-rays, using a modification of the
well-established simple IAEA TLD holders to be irradiated in a
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water phantom [35]. A 'multi-purpose phantom1, with a shape
based on similar principles to that of the UK intercomparison
phantom (Figure 1), has been designed by an advisory group [44]
to test a wider set of megavoltage photon parameters and simple
planning performance. It is a rigid trapezoidal container made
from PVC, to be filled with water, in which 11 TLDs can be
inserted at different depths on and off axis to be irradiated
simultaneously. It has been evaluated at Villejuif and has been
pilot tested in a number of reference centres [36,45]. In
addition a system is under development for use in electron beams
[46,47]. Exactly the same designs are being used in a parallel
European Commission funded project, being developed in
conjunction with the IAEA work, with members of advisory and
development groups being common to both systems [36- 38,48],
This is aimed at extending the possibility of audit to any centre
not already involved in existing audits in both Western and
Eastern Europe. These programmes have actively developed the
idea of networks to cope with the potentially large numbers of
institutions involved. This has been achieved by having, at
least in these initial stages, one measuring centre preparing,
sending out, receiving back and reading out the TLDs and one co-
ordinating centre to administer the system. As the link between
these and individual hospitals, national or regional reference
centres have been designated which have carried out some initial
procedural audit by mailed questionnaire and which have acted as
the two-way channel for information and dosemeters [48]. These
centres would also act-as an initial point of contact, where
appropriate, to attempt to solve any problems which arise. In any
of these steps, confidentiality of results is necessary. The
intention of the development is to pass the responsibility for
the audit system to national bodies as soon as procedures are
established, with an international co-ordinating and advisory
role retained [48].

9. THE UK QUALITY AUDIT NETWORK

By contrast the UK national audit network is based on site visits
and ion chambers as the measurement method, but many of the
network principles are similar. The network arose out of the
photon dosimetry intercomparison exercise and its findings [15]
and began to develop in 1991/2. It utilises the same methodology
as the intercomparison for the basic practical approach, but
extends the scope and allows for development of the system. It
is coordinated by IPSM and has a Steering Group, chaired by S
Powley (Lincoln) and made up of a representative of each of the
seven geographically organised regional network groups in the UK.
Each of these groups contains around 9 radiotherapy centres,
serving populations of 8 x 10 on the average, and to a certain
extent each group is developing its own approach to what is
audited and to audit methods. The Steering Group meets to review
experience and to make recommendations on what might be
considered a minimum common or standard content to the audit, to
allow a basic uniformity of inter-group comparison at occasional
intervals to ensure that the whole system is linked across the
country. Currently the recommended minimum standard audit
includes similar measurements to those in the original dosimetry
intercomparison, including dosimetry checks to encompass ion
chamber calibration, treatment beam calibration, beam quality
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checks, beam modifier checks and computer plan accuracy. As a
minimum, one machine and one modality should be audited in each
centre and the recommended frequency of audit is yearly.
Procedures and records for dosimetry and quality control should
be included in the audit. The aim of a standard audit is to
demonstrate that radiation doses admininistered to patients are
within 5% of those prescribed, in accordance with ICRU 49].
The general approach has been to use varying degrees of inter-
departmental audit [42], whereby centres are audited by peer
professionals from other centres within the group. In some
groups this has been organised from one central co-ordinating
hospital, whilst other groups have used mutual audit, in which
centre 1 audits centre 2, which in turn audits centre 3 and so
on. Inter-departmental audit is cost-effective, but requires co-
operation and trust between departments. In any of these
structures it is again imperative that confidentiality of results
be maintained between auditor and audited department. Occasional
linkage between the groups, at least at the level of absolute
dose calibration, can be made by visits during other exercises.
For example the current national electron dosimetry
intercomparison will include at least one photon beam test in
each centre visited. Other linkages occur through clinical
trial audit visits such as that set up for CHART [8-10].
Alternatively occasional special visits can be made to one centre
of each group, for example the NPL is currently completing such
an exercise to test absolute dosimetry methods, organised in
conjunction with the IPSM Steering Group. Links to other audit
systems can be made through the participation of centres in
international trial audit programmes or via interfacing to other
routine programmes. In this context the Edinburgh centre has
been involved in the development and pilot testing of the IAEA
and European systems.

In practice almost all the UK network groups have developed their
systems to include more parameters than the minimum standard
audit, in some cases much more [42,50]. This was one intention
of setting up a flexible system, to attempt to ensure that audit
content could be developed and would not simply become entrenched
at a basic level. It is important in this context that audit
development be directed by relevant professional groups, so that
the audit scope can evolve in appropriate ways, to reflect the
changing requirements, techniques and standards in the
speciality. A number of the groups have already implemented
regular electron beam audit and some groups are already actively
considering piloting kV beam and brachytherapy audit. At least
some of the groups have developed external beam treatment
planning and treatment delivery audit using more complex semi-
anatomical phantoms to be used as a next step after the geometric
phantom. Figure 2 illustrates the semi-anatomical phantom
developed for use in the lScottish+l group (Scottish centres,
plus Newcastle, Carlisle and Belfast). This allows tests of a
number of planned irradiations simulating different clinical
situations.

This latter group is implementing a hierarchical audit, in the
sense that annual audit visits are to be carried out, but
different levels of the dosimetry chain are to be tested in
different years, over a five year cycle. The first step in
this hierarchy is to carry out some simple tests of mechanical
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FIGURE 2. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE SEMI-ANATOMICAL PHANTOM
DEVELOPED FOR INRERMEDIATE STAGE AUDIT IN THE SCOTTISH+ AUDIT
NETWORK GROUP. The phantom is constructed from solid water-
equivalent plastic and has inhomogeneities of bone-equivalent and
lung-equivalent plastic. One inhomogeneity is interchangeable
and accepts the cylindrical inserts from the geometric phantom,
the phantom has dimensions and shapes to simulate breast, thorax,
head and neck, etc. situations.

and geometric parameters of treatment equipment, to audit
dosemeter and beam calibration and beam quality, to test a sub-
set of single field data and to audit the procedures, tolerances,
frequencies and records for dosimetry and quality control in the
centre. The second step is to test a more complex sub-set of
single field data and to utilise the geometric phantom (Figure 1)
to audit the basic practical planning methods and data. Allied
to this, procedural audit of treatment planning can be
developed. Subsequent levels utilise different areas of the
semi-anatomic phantom at different visits. The aim is to move
along the dosimetry chain making the audit more complex, and
incorporating previous levels into subsequent audit tests. The
end-point of this evolution is the development of audits using
anatomic phantoms and audit at the level of treatment delivery to
the patient. Of course, at these more involved levels, the
participation of other professions, such as radiographers and
radiotherapists, becomes necessary and the dosimetric and
equipment audit begins to interface to medical and clinical
audit. Using a five year cycle means that the basic (level 1 - 2 )
audit is repeated approximately twice throughout the lifetime of
a machine. However problems observed on a subsequent audit could
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trigger investigations using a lower level audit if necessary-
In addition the availability of the audit equipment and structure
could be used to provide independent verification of definitive
calibrations of new treatment machines, replacement cobalt
sources or following major repairs as appropriate and as
recommended by IPSM [51] and others [34].

To implement such systems requires sufficient pump-priming
resources, at least to cover the development stages. The
Scottish+ group were funded initially by the Scottish Home and
Health Department's Clinical Resource and Audit Group to develop
the methodology. This funding provided equipment, phantoms and
some funding towards the personnel time involved. The funding
was provided though on the understanding that ways would be
identified to transfer the costs for the routine on-going audit
onto the individual radiotherapy centres.

As an example of the outcome of this type of audit programme, the
Scottish+ results are typical of the overall UK network results.
Representatives of each centre in the Scottish group, as it was
originally, initially met to agree the content and methodology of
the system and to discuss audit tolerances. As a starting point,
tolerances were set to be generally compatible with UK [52]
quality control recommendations, but with beam calibration and
planned irradiation audit tolerances set at twice the standard
deviations observed in the national dosimetry intercomparison.
Table I summarises some of the tolerances used. Procedural audit
'tolerances' were taken to be the UK recommendations given in
dosimetry protocols and quality control guidance. To date
approximately 35 photon beams and 35 electron beams have been
audited at levels 1 and 2, involving approximately 500 separate
parameters. Of these, five have been found out of tolerance; two
wedge factors (at 3% deviation), one electron beam calibration
(at 4.6% deviation), one photon beam quality (at 3.8% deviation)
and one geometric performance parameter (at ±4 mm on an older
machine). The procedural audit has not observed any major
problems, but the initial experience of this leads to the
conclusion that it needs to be more tightly defined. The overall
good agreement means that there is probably scope to reduce the
tolerances for subsequent tests at the same levels. The next
audit round, involving the semi-anatomic phantom is to begin
shortly (summer 1995).

10. CONCLUSIONS

Quality audit generally in radiotherapy, as well as specifically
in the area of radiotherapy dosimetry and equipment performance,
is now a well-proven tool. It improves overall quality, focusses
attention on problem areas and provides confidence that the
required quality standards are being met. It can identify
systematic problems in the quality assurance programme of a
particular centre and thereby help to minimise the occurrence or
consequences of accidents and errors. Quality audit should be
available as a routine on-going programme to all centres and
current moves to develop quality audit networks are designed to
do this. These systems require careful organisation to be cost-
effective, to minimise overlap, to link existing studies where
they are already established, to ensure confidentiality of audit
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results and reports and to provide flexible approaches which can
be tailored to the requirements of the radiotherapy centres
involved locally. Audit scope and content, as well as the
inherant quality standards, should be evolving to encompass more
and more areas of the radiotherapy process, as resources and
structure allow. Involvement of the relevant professional groups
is necessary in managing and developing audit in an appropriate
way. Participation in external audit for radiotherapy is strongly
recommended.
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